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Editorial
Can “Church” and
Capitalism Exist
Side by Side?
I am constantly learning that the way I have done
church in the past is simply wrong. After serving as a
pastor for decades, I continue to be led by my Lord
to think a new thought and look a new way. Recently,
I was inspired by a blog written by Thom Schultz on
his Holy Soup blog spot. This particular blog was
entitled, “What’s Bigger Than Your Butts in Seats”
(http://holysoup.com/2013/01/30/whats-biggerthan-your-butts-in-seats/) and frankly convicted me
of what I had thought was a pure motivation. Even
though I KNOW the church isn’t the building (or in
my case, the storefront where we meet each Sunday), and even though I KNOW our church needs to
reach out into our community with the love of Christ,
I STILL find myself with the wrong motive of reaching
out in order to bring people IN to the place where
we meet to worship.
I mean, honestly, hasn’t that been the underlying
purpose of most of what we do as missions. Let’s offer “Mother’s Day Out” programs as a ministry, with
the underlying hope that we will make new relationships with some (churched or unchurched) in the
hope they will begin to attend our “church” services!
Let’s build a multi-purpose building to give our communities’ young people a place to play basketball,
with the underlying hope that they and their parents
will begin to attend our “church’ services!
And, back in the day when I pastored a larger
denominational church, and you were asked how
your church was doing, the answer always involved
how many people were attending your church. We
ranked churches, valued salaries and positions in our
denomination, based upon how many people “attended” our churches. Maybe we didn’t know how
to evaluate a church’s health based upon real discipleship or impact within our communities, but, then
again, I don’t think anyone actually tried.
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What or who is to blame for this capitalistic view
of the effectiveness of a church? Maybe capitalism
(grin)! Hey, I believe as a social and economic system, capitalism works great. But, as a benchmark
for the success of a church, it is a sorry substitute
for measuring real ministry and mission. Yet, can we
change our way of thinking enough to get us out of
this “how many butts were in your seats” measure of
ministry?
We have measured a church’s success by how
many people attend each week to the point that we
have strapped ourselves with buildings, changing our
main objective of reaching out to the community
with the message of Christ to a mission of counting
heads within our buildings. If we believe the only
place where we can make disciples is in our church
buildings, or if we think that the only place we can
teach people to observe the teachings of Christ is
by getting them into our buildings and pews, then I
guess you can justify our past efforts to do so. However, it seems to me that the mission and “great
commission” we have been given to accomplish by
our Lord, was never intended to be tied to an incorporated business or dependent on buildings and
pews.
That’s my two cents worth. What do you think?
Post your comment for all to see at our Christian
Digital Publishers Online Community site (www.
cdpublishers.com).
Together We Serve Him,

Steve Hewitt
President, Christian Digital Publishers, Inc.,
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Cover Story

Maximum
Impact
Churches

Dedicated to Helping Churches
Grow by at Least 50%
By Steve Hewitt

T

he American Church Magazine is very new. This is just our fourth
issue. Yet, there was one person at the very beginning of the birth of
this magazine (besides myself), and that was Max Strother. I had just
finished writing a three part “rant” on why the church in America was
dying, and I found myself being introduced to Max via a video conference. Together, we shared our combined concern for the church in
America, except we had two different paths.

Frankly, I was at a time in my life where I was
about to give up on most churches, and assumed
the only viable solution was to start new churches from scratch. However, the Lord sent Max my
way, and after meeting together several times, I
caught his vision of helping stagnant and declining churches turn things around. He knows what
he is talking about, and he has plenty of examples
of churches that he has helped to revitalize!
And, it was while talking to Max (and repenting of my negative disposition about declining
churches) that I caught the vision of starting The
American Church Magazine! So, this month, I
wanted to feature Max and introduce you to his
The American Church Magazine®

ministry, Maximum Impact
Churches. IF, you want to
turn a church around from
decline to growth, Max is
your man, and I can strongly recommend him and his
ministry! I hope you will enjoy my interview with Max!
Tell us about Maximum
Impact Churches.
Maximum Impact Churches is an organization
staffed by people dedicated to helping churches
grow by at least 50% via conversion growth of
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their current attendance.
Our passion is pastors. We work with churches from 50 to 5000. We have a wide variety of
expertise in ministry including Church Growth,
Leadership Development, Church Planting, Making Disciples, Community Outreach, Hiring Staff,
Funding, and a whole lot more.
What’s conversion growth?
There are three types of growth. Transfer
growth is growing by people transferring from
one church to another. There is also growth by
attracting unchurched Christians who are Christ
followers but not attending a church. Both of
these types of growth are great, but cause no
NET GAIN in the Kingdom. Conversion growth
is growth resulting by reaching people who do
not know Christ. A 50% conversion growth rate
means that a church with an attendance of 100
people per week grows to at least 150 in attendance by reaching 50 new people for Christ.
That’s an impressive claim. How do you do
that?
It all starts with a simple conversation with
the pastor. Our job is to architect dreams and
passion into reality with the least amount of time
and grief possible. The real question is not how
to do it but how important is it to the pastor? I
always ask a pastor what he/she will put on the
table to reach their community. I am not talking
about compromising scripture or Biblical truth. I
am asking what they will put on the table? How
much are they willing to personally change? How
much are they willing to step outside their comfort zone? If a pastor will say they will put everything on the table including the security of their
job, then I know we have a church that can grow.

Many churches have hired consultants with no
results, what makes Maximum Impact Churches
different?
Great question! We often follow failed consultation processes. 99.99% of church consultants
have a notebook. They spend their energy getting
you funneled into their cookie cutter notebook
approach, and then they sell you a “coaching”
package to show you how to use their notebook.
The assumption is, “If you do it like I did it or like
my notebook says or like my process defines, you
will be successful.” You know how many times
I have left a seminar by one of the leadership
greats like Maxwell, Warren, or Hybels and come
back to my office and said, “there is no way I can
be them?”
What makes us different is that we do not use
notebooks. We fully understand that each pastor
and church is uniquely gifted and wired. We do
not seek to have you understand our notebook
but rather we seek to understand YOU. We join
you as a partner and seek to learn your passions,
dreams, strengths, opportunities, challenges, and
limitations. Then we innovate. We custom design
a path forward that has a clear execution strategy

Do you really mean everything?
Yes I do. I have been working with churches
a long time. I do not want to be mean here but I
do want to be brutally honest. Many pastors are
only willing to put about 20% or less on the table.
They are more concerned about job security,
familiarity, not getting shot at, and keeping the
peace than reaching people for Christ. I truly get
that the leader is the one with the arrows in their
back. I also get that God works through His leaders and leadership is often lonely, challenging,
painful, and difficult.
The American Church Magazine®
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How will you
reach them...
ĂŌĞƌ the service?
SPREAD THE WORD…
with One Call Now Voice, Text and
Email messaging for churches.
Visit us online at onecallnow.com or
call 877-698-3262 to learn more.
201208LS259

onecallnow.com
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They’re “spiritual but not religious.” They’re eager to talk about God,
but done sitting through sermons.
Want to reach young adults? Start a conversation.
They’re looking to participate, not to be an audience. So let them ask hard questions.
Grapple with tough stuff. Discover how God is reaching out to them.
And Lifetree Café is all about conversation.
Relaxing around tables, Lifetree participants hear inspiring stories,
tell their own stories…and draw closer to God and each other.
On college campuses, at coffee shops, and even in churches,
life-changing conversations are underway.
When you’re ready to connect, connect with us.
We’ll help you provide tested, ready-to-go, hour-long
guided conversations that let young adults experience
God in a fresh, new way.
Call 877-476-8703 or visit Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
to learn more.
“ D o i n g l i f e . D o i n g g o o d .”

Lifetree Café is now available in Canada!

Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
Copyright © 2013 Group Publishing, Inc.

*Projected 2025 church attendance from George Barna’s Revolution
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built around your strengths and gifts. We use
the MacGyver approach. Remember when he
got into a tough spot? He would look around
and see what assets were available. Might be
a pocket knife, some wire, and palm leaves. He
knew he needed to fly and he figured out how
to do it with what he had. We do not expect to
make pastors into something they are not. God
only created one John Maxwell. Each of us has
great resources inside of us. Maximum Impact
Churches’ job is to be like MacGyver and use the
assets and gifts God has given to the pastor and
church.
I have heard you say over and over again, “Your
present systems are perfectly designed to provide your current results.” Unpack that for me.
It is a simple truth. Anytime you want to
change the results, you have to change the system. If you want to grow your church, you have
to change the system. If you want to grow your
leadership, you have to change the system. To
put it bluntly, it is incredibly foolish to keep doing more of the same thing and expect different
results. Yet that is what the church has been
doing for the last 50 years.
What is the elephant in the room that no one
seems to want to talk about?
If most churches closed their doors tomorrow, no one in the community would miss them
outside those who attend the church. That
very uncomfortable but very real secret is the
elephant in the room that no one wants to talk
about. We make spiritual excuses why we are
irrelevant in our community; but at the end of
the day if we closed our doors, no one would
miss us. And…… that is exactly what is happening at an alarmingly exponential rate: Churches
are closing their doors and no one is missing
them
We must get the elephant on the table. The
American church was the center of everything
in the community in its hay-day. Whenever
Jesus showed up, he drew a crowd. Yet, no one
is buying what His church is selling. When we
work with churches, our goal is to make the
churches such a valuable resource to their community that if they were to close tomorrow, the
entire community would throw up their arms in
protest and not let it happen.
The American Church Magazine®

So are pastors to blame for the church not being effective?
No… Pastors are not to blame, but they are
the ones responsible to get the church out of
this mess. What is happening is the church is
stuck in a model that was designed 50 - 75 years
ago. Pastors are just stuck in that system.
The critical understanding is that Jesus and
the Church are doing just fine. It is simply the
American way of doing church that is in trouble.
I truly believe that most churches can turn
around, grow, and impact their communities.
BUT……that means doing things differently. Pastors are the key. When a pastor comes to me
and says, “I will do anything to reach my community;” I know that church can grow. With a
pastor’s heart fully engaged, we can architect a
way forward.
So to you believe every church can grow?
I believe 9 out of 10 churches can grow.
There are some churches in communities whose
populations are declining. Those churches
might not grow but they can be effective beyond their walls. For all other churches, yes-they can grow. The question is will they choose
to grow? Will they be willing to make the commitments to grow? Will they be willing to pay
the price to grow? Those are the bigger questions. Can they grow? You bet!
Do you think it is a sin for churches not to
grow?
Yes I do. Jesus’ last words to us were to
make disciples by going, teaching, and baptizing. If you can say to me that every man, woman, and child in your community has been able
to make an intelligent and informed decision
that Jesus is or is not who he says he is; then
I am cool with your church staying its present
size. Otherwise, we are being disobedient to
God’s Great Commission.
(long pause) Now, let’s get the hook and
shame out of that. Most pastors know they are
stuck. They have tried seminars, notebooks,
and denominational programs with no success.
They feel tremendously guilty for their church
not growing. That is where Maximum Impact
Churches’ expertise comes into play. Our job is
to get you unstuck -- not to beat you up and try
to make you into someone you are not.
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So are you saying I do not have to become the
next Hybels, Maxwell, Stanley, or Warren?
EXACTLY!! God made you to be you. He called
you into ministry as you with your gifts and your
talents and your limitations. He looks at you and
says, “Very Good.” God likes you! Our job is to
help you polish your leadership skills inside your
gift mix and figure out a way to use what you have
to be effective.

So, do I need to hire a strategist?
Absolutely not! That is the new term in the
church consultant field. The same old consultants now call themselves “strategists.” It is just
repackaging the program of buy my services,
coaching, consultations, seminars, notebooks, and
programs. You know, more of the doing the same
things expecting different results. Their strategy is to get you to pay them to coach you to do
their strategy. You simply cannot import another
church’s systems, programs, and approaches into
your church. Some strategists come in and do a
weekend long consultation with a church and give
them a report of stuff the church already knows
to sell the church their two year program. “Strategists” say they “customize” their approach to your
church. I have read hundreds of recommendations from church “strategists.” Their reports are
mostly identical for each church with whom they
consult.
What churches and pastors need are adjunct
staff members who can architect and then execute strategy and processes within the gifts and
resources of the church leadership. That is what
we do. We do not come in with a notebook or

We have heard you are not too fond of Vision
and Mission statements.
Scripture does indicate that people perish in
the absence of vision. But….. Here is the deal.
Scripture is pretty clear on the vision and mission:
Make Disciples by going, teaching, and baptizing.
Every church mission and vision statement I read
is some variation of the Biblical mission in the
context of their community. Churches can spend
years on vision and mission statements and never
grow. Remember when IBM was going down the
tubes and they brought in Lou Gerstner as the
new CEO in 1993? Gerstner famously declared,
“The last thing IBM needs right now is a vision.”
Gerstner once said, “Vision is easy. It’s just so
easy to point to the bleachers
and say, ‘I’m going to hit one over
there.’ What’s hard is saying, ‘how
Helping Church Leaders Lead
am I going to do that? What are
Spiritually, Emotionally, Organizationally, and Financially Healthy Mission Driven Churches
the specific programs, what are
the commitments, what are the
resources, what are the processes
It’s OK to be Stuck just Don’t Stay Stuck
in play that we need to go impleAs leaders grow, the church grows. We will
ment the vision, to turn it into a
show you how to remove your leadership lids.
working model that people follow
every day? That’s the hard work.”
The issue is not vision and
mission. The issue is architecting
strategy that the church is capable of implementing. This is the
Our Strategy: Everything ﬂows out of the heart
and vision of the church and its leaders through
BLIND SPOT in 99% of all pastor’s
relationships that are built upon trust and transparency.
eyes. Church’s need strategies
to accomplish mission that are
We resource the pastor, leaders, and churches based
uniquely designed around their
upon who you are so that you can take the next best
strengths, opportunities, and assteps to where you want to go to fulﬁll your God-given
sets. Most pastors do not have
dream. When those steps are completed, we help you
identify and embrace the next best steps. We fully
the gift mix to architect the clear
believe it is a journey of simple next best steps.
path forward. You know the deal.
Let’s Start the Conversation
We come home with a notebook
www.MaximumImpactChurches.org
and cut and paste it into yet another program that fails.
The American Church Magazine®
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program. We join you as a partner and seek to
understand what are each church’s passions,
dreams, strengths, opportunities, challenges, and
limitations. Then we innovate. We custom design
a path forward that has clear execution strategy
built around the strengths and gifts. I think of it
a lot like the old TV show MacGyver. MacGyver
knew what he needed to do then would look
around and see what he had available to get-erdone. He did not waste his time saying, “If only I
had.”
What’s the next best step for a church or pastor
reading this?
Stop making excuses and pick up the phone
and start the conversation. Here is my personal
cell phone number: 407-221-4245. Let’s talk.
Here is the deal. I will make you two promises.
One: I will do everything possible to pull out
the hooks of guilt, blame, and shame from God’s
leaders. It is OK to be stuck, just don’t stay stuck.
Two: I will tell you your baby’s ugly without beating you up. You know what I mean? Have you
ever had someone walk up to you with an ugly
baby and say, “Isn’t he/she the most beautiful

The American Church Magazine®

baby?” You think to yourself, “Man that is one
ugly baby.” But, you say, “Yes he/she is beautiful.”
I promise I will be straight with you. Our team
will stand clearly in your stated desired future and
help you get there.
Can the average pastor afford you?
Maximum Impact Churches is not going to
cost you money. We are value creators not value
exactors. Value creators build new value into an
organization. Yes we have to have money to pay
our bills just like you need money to pay your
bills. But think about how much more money you
would have if your church grew by 10%, 25%, 50%
or ???. We join a church’s team like adjunct staff.
Just like every staff member, we know we have to
carry our weight.
Any final words for us?
It’s OK to be stuck, just don’t stay stuck. God
needs your church and your gifts in the Kingdom.
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Special Feature

Why Leaders Can’t See
When Their Church is Dying
By Mark Woodward

Y

ears ago, I was a church leader in an ill church, and I really didn’t
even know it! Certainly, I had my concerns about different issues and
challenges that we were facing, and I threw my influence as far as it
would go to help enliven the church, but never did I think that the
church might be in a death spiral! Now, many years later, I ask myself
why I did not recognize the very obvious signs of terminal decline.

As I have searched my own soul, the following
reasons seem to me to be why church leaders do
not even sniff the rottenness that is corrupting the
Body!
1. Too inexperienced.
Few of our church leaders are trained church
leaders. They are usually excellent volunteers, but
how many of you would let an excellent hospital
volunteer examine and diagnose you? What if they
couldn’t tell a mole from melanoma?
2. Too busy leading the church.
The more rapid the decline, the more work
there is for those trying to keep it alive! It is hard to
see imminent danger because of all the people that
need your immediate attention.
3. Too optimistic.
Optimism — trust in God’s victory — is a highly
desirable quality, but look at how difficult it was for
Jesus to convince His closest disciples that He was
going to die! Facing reality is also highly desirable.

friends are in this church; you grew up in this
church! Unfortunately, none of these investments
will save a declining church!
5. Too satisfied.
You have a great group! The building is paid for.
Sure, you are a little smaller, but it is still alive for
you!
6. Too comfortable.
It takes a lot of time and energy to change
things. It is MUCH easier to just keep on doing what
we have always done — and maybe it will work out!
Mark Woodward and his wife Sherrylee are the
founders and executive directors of the Let’s Start
Talking Ministry. Mark also served as a missionary
in Germany and a professor of English at Oklahoma
Christian University. He has served as a minister,
church leader, and has consulted with churches
throughout the world, especially in the areas of
evangelism and world missions.

4. Too invested.
Your family is in this church; your life-long
The American Church Magazine®
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Article

Seven Common Ministries
for Successful Outreach &
Church Growth
#3 in the Series:
“Greeting & Welcoming Ministry”
By Mike Turner

“

A

re you folks looking for someone, or are you just lost?” This was
the statement my wife and I heard upon walking into a church for the
first time on a Sunday morning. With no greeters to welcome us, and
no one to direct us to a class or group within our own age range, we
actually were lost. We felt completely out of place and not at all welcome at that church.
As I stated in one of my previous articles, in
mid-January of 2006 I asked to be relieved of my
obligations of serving in my home church for one
year. Then in February, my wife and I began traveling and visiting churches every week. We went
as unannounced guests to research the different
approaches and styles to greeting and welcoming,
outreach and follow-up, etc. We identified commonalities in those churches that led to success in
their outreach and church growth efforts. As a first
time church guest, there was one major thing we
always noticed in all of the growing churches we
visited; they had a very well organized and friendly
The American Church Magazine®

Greeting and Welcoming Ministry.
Today we hear and read reports everywhere
that many churches are in trouble and they are dying. The Southern Baptist Convention alone is reporting that each year approximately 800 churches
are closing their doors. This is due to no church
growth and the lack of membership retention. So
many of our churches have now become nothing
more than social gathering facilities for Christian
senior adults. In most cases, these are wonderful,
loving people with a passion and love for the Lord.
But have not been willing to change or adapt the
church to meet the needs for reaching their local
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community. They have lost their focus for fulfilling
the Great Commission. They have forgotten the
importance of reaching the lost and un-churched.
In fact, I drive past a church several times each
week that now has a “for sale” sign erected in the
front parking lot. It brings tears to my eyes almost
every time I see it. However, when I look at the effort and commitment to Prayer, Vision, Outreach,
and something as simple as having an organized
Greeting and Welcoming Ministry, I think, “No
wonder they are dying and closing their doors.”
I often hear the question asked, “What can
our churches do to turn this problem around and
start growing again?” I know there is not one easy
answer they are looking for, but I always say to
them, “Just start by obeying the scriptures and letting God lead in everything you do.” In the book of
Matthew chapter 16, verse 18 Jesus said to Peter,
“On this rock I will build my church and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it.” So scripture tells
us it is to be His church and not our church, yet it
is obvious that the gates of hell are prevailing at
many churches. This is especially obvious when we

see so many churches having to close their doors
for the last time.
Think back to the welcoming I described
earlier in this article—one that my wife and I
experienced when we visited one church for the
first time. Do you believe the greeting we received
might have been different if they had known in advance we were coming? Sure it would have been,
they would have been expecting us. There would
have been greeters at the doors who would be
waiting to see us arrive and welcome us in. There
would have been individuals waiting to escort us to
a class or group within our own age range where
we would have been shown love and appreciation
just for our visit. The expectation and preparation for guest and first time visitors will always be
evident in a healthy and growing church. Over the
years I have told many pastors and church leaders
that any church without a well-organized Greeting
and Welcoming Ministry is sending out a message
to everyone that attends—visitors and members
alike—that we are not expecting anyone to visit
our church. We have no desire to grow. I have
watched many churches
prepare for some special one-time event and
stress the importance of
having greeters stationed
all around the church.
However, they never take
into consideration how
important the preparation for guests and/or
first time visitors should
be on each and every
Sunday—at all church
services and events.
I have visited
many churches in my
lifetime. However, when
I think back and try to
recall or envision what I
have experienced when
Web-based & only
visiting, it usually was
$15.00 per month
senior adults, church
elders, or deacons handing out bulletins when I
FREE Informational Webinar or FREE Demo
arrived. Rarely did these
gentlemen or ladies make
Visit us at: www.ChurchMemberLink.com
conversation or introduce
themselves. They would

The American Church Magazine®
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usually just hand me a bulletin, and say “Hello” or
“Good to see you.”
A successful Greeting & Welcoming Ministry is one of the most important ministries in the
church. When properly organized and executed it
will be instrumental in the growth of your church.
It will also determine how your church is viewed
and promoted throughout the community and
surrounding areas when people talk about your
church. Visitors and guests must feel accepted,
recognized, informed, and most of all feel that
their visit is appreciated. These feelings are naturally expected when visiting a church. They become the deciding emotions and factors that will
determine whether they will return to visit again
and/or eventually join your church. Based upon
their initial visit, most will make a judgment of
your church that will affect their overall perception
of your church from that day forward.
In other words, your church’s first impression
will unquestionably affect church growth.
• We at CAA Ministries, a division of CAA
Software Inc., want to help you with your
Greeting and Welcoming Ministry by providing you with our free resources. It is
our prayer and mission to help churches
become healthy growing churches that are
committed to fulfilling The Great Commission, and reaching their communities for
Christ.
• We at CAA have produced this helpful
sixteen-page guide entitled, “Steps for
Starting a Successful Greeting & Welcoming
Ministry.” The American Church Magazine
readers may have a downloadable digital
copy at no cost (and without any CAA registration required) by clicking this link: http://
bit.ly/XERuDj
• CAA Ministries offers what we call “an
affordable, meat and potatoes” church
membership system and church outreach
system that are easy to use. These are
Internet-based, nothing to install on your
church computers. The package costs only
$15 per month. Detail training and conversion of your current data into our system is
included at no extra cost. Our database is
customizable by you—or we will help—so
that you may track any member information you need.
The American Church Magazine®

• This system offers an excellent way to
become organized and efficient with you
membership management needs and outreach ministry results. Our Outreach-Link®
program allows the recording of each guest
and visitor, plus the follow-up and progress
tracking which will assure the success of
your church Greeting and Welcoming ministry efforts. The American Church Magazine readers may request a free demo of
the system by clicking this link: http://bit.
ly/16Wt5zY
In the upcoming issues of The American
Church Magazine CAA Ministries will share further on how you can structure, organize, and
reach the expectations you desire for your church.
Next month we continue in this series of “Seven
Common Ministries for Successful Outreach and
Church Growth.” The featured strategy in the next
issue will be the importance of an organized “Care
Group Ministry” within your Sunday school or
small group programs.
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Article

Who Are the
‘Nones’?
Part 3
By Robert at Icon Systems Inc.

I

n the first “Who Are the ‘Nones’?” article, I reported on some findings from a 2012 Pew Research Center report – “‘Nones’ on the Rise”.
This report found that the percentage of religiously unaffiliated adults
(called “Nones”) is growing in the US, up 5% from just five years ago.
Now, one in five adults (and one in three that are born after 1981) is
a None.
“‘Nones’ on the Rise” also reports that many
Nones have some negative perceptions of the
church. A strong majority of them believe religious
institutions
1. “are too concerned with money and power.”
2. “focus too much on rules.”
3. “are too involved with politics.”
While churches and other religious organizations can’t base their practices or principles on
public opinion, it’s still worthwhile for church leaders and members to be aware of these negative
perceptions, to examine where they come from,
and to reflect on how their churches might make
positive changes and better engage the Nones.
And that’s the focus of parts 2-4 of this series.
“Who Are the ‘Nones’? – Part 2” explored the
negative perception that churches “are too concerned with money and power.” Now in this third
installation, we’ll look at the perception (held by
The American Church Magazine®

67% of the Nones) that churches “focus too much
on rules.”
As we’ve said before, it can be tough to dig
under the wording in survey questions and discern
what people really think. Rules can describe a variety of things. It can describe a church’s particular
rules about how it functions, or collects donations.
Or it can describe matters of morality – right and
wrong.
Further research suggests that underlying
Pew’s statistic on rules is a pervasive notion that
churches are judgemental and look down on others for not living up to their rules and standards
for how people should live. That’s the consistent
finding of many church leaders when they interact
with unchurched people.
Dan Kimball, from his interviews with 20- to
30-year-olds, says that many young people see
churches as “judgmental and negative.” In fact,
he identifies this as one of “three [perceptions]
that seem to be especially prevalent in our current
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culture—and in my conversations with non-Christians.”
David Kinnaman, President of the Barna Research Group, also says that judgmentalism is
one of the biggest stigmas characterizing today’s
churches. His book unChristian identifies this as
one of six major negative views people have of
churches. Barna surveys indicate that 90% of those
outside the church world say the word judgmental
accurately describes Christianity. Churches, according to Kinnaman, are much more known for what
they’re against than what they’re for.
We should also note that it’s not
just outsiders that have this view
of churches. According the the Pew
report, 47% of the people polled who
do belong to a religion answered the
same way: religious institutions are
too focused on rules. Altogether, 51%
of those surveyed hold this view.
So, about half of all American
adults, and about two thirds of the
growing group of Nones, view religious institutions as places where
people obsess about following rules
and judge others for falling short.
How should churches respond?

suddenly realized the point of those upside down
exclamation and question marks in Spanish texts;
they forewarn the reader of how the sentence
should be read. How clever is that?
(A note to fiction writers—it drives me crazy
when you put “he whispered” at the end of a bit of
dialogue. I mean, even if I’m reading silently, I feel
like I have to read it over again just to get the right
feel for what’s going on.)
My point is that rules often have good reasons
behind them, but those reasons aren’t always ob-

Some Ideas
1. Communicate the reasons behind
the rules.
It’s easy to judge a person or
group’s rules before you understand
the reasons behind them.
I remember studying Spanish in
high school and coming across a rule
that seemed strange to me. In written
Spanish, questions begin with an upside down question mark, and exclamations begin with an upside down
exclamation mark. It seemed like the
silliest thing to me; why add upside
down punctuation marks?
Then one day in literature class,
I was reading a particularly long and
challenging sentence penned by
Shakespeare. At the end of that sentence, a question mark was patiently
waiting there to let me know that
I’d read the whole thing all wrong. I
The American Church Magazine®
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vious to outsiders. Maybe religious institutions can
do more to communicate the value of the rules
to which they hold. It’d be worthwhile for church
leaders to examine the rules and convictions they
hold in high esteem, to ask themselves why they
value those principles, and to think hard about
how they can relate the reasons behind their rules.
People on the outside tend to perceive rules
as coming from a holier-than-thou attitude; hence
the complaints about churches’ judgmentalism.
What if they could see genuine love behind the
rules, instead? What if they could see a family of
people looking out for each other?

Why do people on the outside know us only for
what we stand against?”
His simple suggestion – spend more time
letting people know what you’re for. Talk less in
terms of negatives and more in terms of the positive causes that you stand behind.
This suggestion resonates well with my teaching experience. A teacher can gain a lot of cooperation by taking even an inherently negative
message – e.g. “Don’t pass notes in class.” – and
putting it in a positive light – e.g. “We need to
avoid those distractions so we can contribute to
the class and pay close attention to what I and
your classmates are saying.”

2. Admit that you, like everyone, are not perfect.
We all have a hypocritical, self-righteous side.
So what about your church?
As pastor/author Andrew Byers succinctly puts
• Have you been challenged with charges of
it, “We can sniff self-righteousness all over the
judgmentalism?
place… except when it is stuck on our own clothes
• How have you responded?
and eking out of our own souls.”
• Do people see more of what you’re for or
It may at least give critical outsiders pause if
what you’re against?
more churches openly and honestly admit that,
• Do they know the reasons behind your
yes, they can be condescending, and no, they’re
rules and principles?
not perfect – just fallible human beings like everyone else, including their critics.
There’s a valid objection:
churches may appear to be holding themselves to low standards
and making the excuse that, oh
well, no one’s perfect. That’s
something to watch out for. Still,
is there anything wrong with repWHEN MANAGING YOUR
resentatives of a church responding to charges of judgmentalism
by humbly admitting that they’re
not perfect, that they could do
more to understand where others
are coming from? That doesn’t
mean compromising their principles, just exercising some empathy.
3. Examine the focus of your
message.
Recall David Kinnaman’s assertion that churches are known
more for what they’re against
than what they’re for. Dan Kimball says the same thing and
laments, “Why is it that we in the
Church focus on the negatives?
The American Church Magazine®

“This solution helped us meet our employee eligibility
tracking and compliance initiative, with a one-year
return on investment. I highly recommend it!”
Joe Braddock CFO - Diocese of Jefferson City, MO
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Article

You’re Not
Called to Preach
By Thom Schultz

T

he young man was puzzled. He heard me and other panel members cite the inherent limitations of regular lectures and sermons. After we encouraged the audience to insert some experiential elements
into their teaching, he raised his hand. “But what about the biblical
mandate to preach?” he asked.

Now I was puzzled. First, I wondered how his
concept of preaching confined itself to mere lecture. In order for preaching to be preaching, must
it exclude everything that’s not one guy lecturing
at a microphone?
Then I wondered about his assertion of “the
mandate.” I told the audience that I didn’t conclude that “the mandate” of scripture was to
preach. Yes, Jesus instructed his disciples to go
out and preach. But when I think of a “mandate,”
I think a little bigger. I’d consider scripture’s mandate to be something big, such as “make disciples,”
or “help bring people into a growing relationship
with Jesus,” or accomplish Jesus’ Great Commandments: love God, love people.
Those are mandates, with significant outcomes. And, as faithful followers of Christ, we
need to find effective ways to pursue those mandates. That may include some preaching. But,
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ultimately, we’re not called to preach. We’re called
to reach.
If we want to be effective at following the real
mandates, and to be more successful at reaching
people, at communicating, we would do well to
look at the methods of the master communicator,
Jesus.
COMPLETE THE COMMUNICATION
First, Jesus modeled a true understanding of
communication. He knew that communication is
not merely sending information. In order for communication to happen, people need to receive and
be transformed by the message. It’s Jesus’ Parable
of the Sower.
I often hear preachers defend the flat lecture
method as pure in its own right, armored with
theological education, marinated in exhaustive sermon prep, and festooned with biblical truth. All of
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that is good, but if it doesn’t complete the communication process, it’s a waste of everyone’s time.
It’s akin to asking your child to join you for a game
of catch, and you hurl beautifully thrown balls in
every direction but your child’s. You may feel like a
wonderfully athletic pitcher, but you’re not playing
catch. You’re playing with yourself. And your kid
gets nothing out of your performance.
ENGAGE PEOPLE
Jesus used lots of methods to communicate
and transform lives. He didn’t confine his messages to flat lecture. He engaged his people with
memorable experiences and interaction. He involved people in colorful feats. He used fish and
dirt and rocks and water to engage his people. He
encouraged questions. He didn’t fear give-andtake interaction.
When he set out to teach about humble servanthood, he could have given a plain lecture. He
could have handed out a fill-in-the-blank worksheet. But he didn’t do that. He dropped to his
knees and washed his people’s feet. He engaged
them in a way that connected, in a way they would
never forget.

cups of wine. The congregation gathered around
for a most memorable communion.
Another pastor friend wanted to engage his
congregation in an experience of running from
God. Before people arrived he placed an overly
ripe dead fish in front of a fan in the sanctuary.
For the message time, he asked everyone to move
to the center aisle and stand in darkness as he
related the story of Jonah. He asked the people to
share with one another a time they felt like running from God. Then he asked them to share how
they were feeling about this dark, confined, smelly
experience.
They connected–with the message, with one
another, and with God. Weeks later, one man told
the pastor that this fishy experience came flooding
back to him just as he was tempted to enter into
a shady business deal. He turned it down because
he didn’t want to run from God and find himself in
a “dark, smelly mess.”
That’s transformational teaching. It’s an experience. It’s Jesus-style teaching.

FOLLOW THE LEADER
If we desire to effectively
pursue the big mandates, we
need to act a lot more like Jesus. How? Include captivating,
meaningful experiences. Allow
questions. Give opportunities
for everyone to talk and engage
with those around them.
One Sunday in my church we
decided to re-enact one of Jesus’ lessons on forgiveness. The
youth group rigged up a wooden
pallet with a pulley at the ceiling. On cue, the kids lowered
the pallet into the sanctuary. A
form on the pallet was covered
with a sheet. The pastor told the
story of a similar experience that
Jesus used, as recorded in Mark
5. “This is an account not only of
healing, but of faith and forgiveness,” he said. He then walked
over, slowly removed the sheet,
and revealed a loaf of bread and
The American Church Magazine®
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Navigating Transitions

Proactively Lead
Change By Listening
By Lavern Brown

T

en years ago, at my wife’s prompting, I visited an audiologist.
After a brief session wearing wires and pushing buttons inside a hermetically sealed space capsule he led me back to the office. He pulled
a sheet from the printer, scribbled a few notes and then turned it
around so I could see the test results.

After explaining it he delivered his diagnosis.
“You’re not hard of hearing. You just don’t listen.”
This true story is a metaphor for the earlier
years in my vocational ministry. Sadly, it spot on
characterizes the way many feel treated by their
pastors.
During a recent marathon stretch of interviews
for a client church I heard something that rendered me speechless. A devout Christian woman
said, “This is the first time a pastor has ever asked
for my opinion about anything. She is “salt of the
earth”, a blessing to the church. I’m sure her six
decades of walking with the Lord have blessed
many pastors. But none had ever solicited her
ideas on anything.
An anomaly, I thought.
Then I heard it from another woman, in another assessment interview. Several weeks later,
I heard it over a meal with a retired couple. They
had recently visited the church during their search
for a community of believers to call “home.” During our conversation he said that in more than forty years of faithful attendance and service a pastor
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had never spoken with them about other than to
fill a slot on a ministry org chart. He grabbed my
hand and said, “This means a lot” with tears in his
eyes.
Pastors would save themselves, their churches
and their members a lot of misery if they would
hone their listening skills. Listening attentively will
reveal to them the source of resistance to change
and disclose the wisdom needed to manage it.
Pastors would also be better prepared to defuse
conflict before it becomes destructive.
Attentive listeners lead change proactively
A previous article mentioned that loss version
hardwires us to resist change. People fear loss.
What pastors perceive as resistance to change
is more likely resistance to loss. The only way to
redemptively address resistance is to deal directly
with the loss. Attentive listening is a vital tool for
this.
In Managing Transitions: Making the Most of
Change William Bridges describes the steps an
effective change agent takes in dealing with loss.
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The first step answers the question, “Who is losing
what?” Answering this question requires us to ask
people about their losses.
He suggest asking people, “What’s different for
you now?” My recommendation is that you attend
to their answers with an active, nonreactive listening stance.
• Set aside any desire to persuade before going into the interview
• Don’t argue with what you hear
• Don’t formulate a response while they are
speaking
• Acknowledge the reality and importance of
the loss by restating it in your own words.
Preface your restatement with “What I
think I’m hearing is...” and end by asking,
“Have I understood you correctly?”
Attentive listening will furnish you with what
you need to be better at helping people through
the change. For example, it will help you understand their needs, doubts and fears so that you
can help them understand what’s at stake. You
overcome resistance that’s grounded in loss aversion by speaking to the fear of what will be lost if
change isn’t implemented.
Seniors, for example, will probably react to the
pastor’s declaration that henceforth theirs will be
a church designed to be kid-friendly and focused
on young families with resistance. Their resistance
isn’t grounded in a dislike of children. It is an expression of their fear of being marginalized (loss of
significance), of looming chaos (loss of order) and
of lowered standards of conduct (loss of reverence).
A skilled pastor proactively manages change by
affirming fears and speaking directly to the fears.
Seniors, for example, will reciprocate attentive
listening. If you listen to and understand them,
they’ll take you seriously. They’ll listen to your suggestion that not changing will result in an ineffective mission to children (a loss of souls whom Jesus
loves) and a loss of energy in the worship time (a
loss of power and presence in the worship) and a
loss of meaningful relationships when other seniors who die are not replaced by younger friends
in the church.
Attentive listening paves the way to practice
change leadership. It also helps defuse conflict.
The American Church Magazine®

Attentive listening defuses conflict
A 2005 Alban Institute study of churches that
successfully traversed extreme conflict and trauma
revealed the importance of attentive listening.
The solution-focused research of churches from
four denominations dealt observed the successful outcomes of trauma and conflict around sexual
misconduct, natural and manmade disasters, premature deaths and suicide of staff members and
open warfare over pastoral leadership.
Among the practices discovered in leaders who
helped their churches survive and recover from
deadly conflict was listening with care.
Listening with care brings healing to a damaged
church. I suspect there are at least two reasons
why a calm, nonreactive posture in a conflict laden
environment promotes healthy recovery from bitter conflict, in addition to the calming effect it has
on the combatants.
First, attentive listening creates a safe and
hopeful environment. People are more willing to
speak candidly. When pastors listen attentively
church members feel that their thoughts and ideas
have been heard. They feel valued. This fosters
trust in the pastor-parishioner relationship.
Second, attentive listening creates an internal
space in the pastor’s heart and mind where he can
hear and empathize with people, even when they
are saying hurtful things directed at him. The decision to not argue or persuade during your visits
with church members conveys a very important
message: Hey, I really can tell the pastor what’s
on my mind! How many church fights would have
been avoided if that was a common church vibe?
During interviews for a client church someone
said, “I trust you.” This woman had only heard me
preach three or four times. This was the first time
we’d ever spoken at length. I attribute her trust to
the fact that she knew she’d been heard.
Pastor, polish those listening skills. Prepare to
be humbled by what you hear. But if you will listen
you will discover how to manage the changes your
church desperately needs, and you’ll be prepared
to defuse the conflict that may arise when change
sets in.
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